CARGO VAN EQUIPMENT
for FORD ECONOLINE & TRANSIT CONNECT
TIME IS MONEY! GET ON THE ROAD WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET BACK TO BUSINESS.
Adrian Steel has all the storage products you will need, and the distributor network to professionally install your interior and graphics to get you serving your customers faster. Below is a guide to help you set up your work van with the equipment you need to get the job done. Build your own interior with our modular products, or start with a Work Ready Van Package (pages 29-42) and modify it to your specific needs. Then, utilizing the Commercial Curb Appeal design tool, create a custom van graphic to complete your work van upfit.

ZONE 1 PARTITION
- Choose partition style: solid or perforated. Do you want a hinged door? See page 6.
- Choose the standard or 3” setback wing kit and add accessories.
- I need:

ZONE 2, 3, 4 CURBSIDE & STREETSIDE
- Use layout diagrams to determine the amount of space available.
- Choose from a variety of shelving units and modules that will best organize the tools and equipment you need to carry.
- Or, choose a Work Ready Upfit, complete with a trade specific, pre-designed interior and custom graphics package.
- I need:

ZONE 5 ROOF
- What do you need to carry?
- Choose from LoadsRite, Grip-Lock, Utility and Cargo racks.
- Add rack accessories including step ladder kits, ratchet straps, conduit carriers and more.
- I need:

ZONE 6 VEHICLE GRAPHICS
- Stand out in the crowd!
- Vehicle graphics are the most cost effective form of advertising!
- Go to www.commercialcurbappeal.com and start designing!

FORD LONG WHEELBASE VAN 1996-ON

FORD EXTENDED LONG WHEELBASE VAN 1996-ON

Note: Dimensions for reference only. Measure your van or contact your distributor for your exact needs.
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ECONOLINE PARTITIONS

ADRIAN STEEL PARTITIONS KEEP CARGO WHERE IT BELONGS, IN THE CARGO AREA!

All hinged door partitions come standard with two 6” hinges, bulb seal and a slam latch. These features reduce vibration noise. Partitions are sold as panel kits and wing kits. Please see application chart below to confirm the appropriate panel kit and wing kit for your vehicle. Partition panel kits and wing kits include assembly and installation fasteners for base van trim level. Higher trim levels may require modifying trim or partition. Wing kits are available in a standard position or an extended position for more leg room.

S-M-C Series Partitions
Choose from solid or perforated top panels made from 18-gauge steel for strength and finished in a tough Steel-Cote powder coat paint. S-M-C Series partitions fit Ford full size vans. Center M panels can be fixed or hinged with a key-locking door. Partitions are sold as panel kits and wing kits. Please see application chart to confirm the appropriate panel kit and wing kit for your vehicle. Partition panel kits and wing kits include assembly and installation fasteners for base van trim level. Higher trim levels may require modifying trim or partition.

Note: Extended wing kits reduce the amount of cargo space. Please confirm the interior layout of the van package to confirm that the extended wing kit has adequate room needed for installation.

See more partition images and accessories on-line at adriansteel.com.

S1 Solid
S2 Perforated Top
Panels mount behind driver seat.

M1 Solid
M2 Perforated Top
Fixed center panels can be hinged as key-locking doors.

C1 Solid
C2 Perforated top
Panels mount behind passenger seat.

Panel Kit Part Number | FORD FSV
--- | ---
Fixed Center Panel | Wing Kit
SOLID PANELS | WKC1FSVF
S1M1C1FSV | WKC1FSVD3
S1M2C1FSV | WKC1FSVD3
CENTER PANEL PERF. TOP ONLY | WKC1FSVF
S1M2C1FSV | WKC1FSVD3
PERF. CENTER & CURB PANELS | WKC2FSVF
S1M2C2FSV | WKC2FSVD3
ALL PANELS PERFORATED | WKC2FSVF
S2M2C2FSV | WKC2FSVD3
X1 STYLE | X1FSV
WX1FSVF | WX1FSVD3
PS1 STYLE | PS1FSV
WXPS1FD | WXPS1FD3

Hinged Center Panel “Door” | FORD FSV
--- | ---
SOLID PANELS | WKC1FSVF
S1M1HC1FSV | WKC1FSVD3
CENTER PANEL PERF. TOP ONLY | WKC1FSVF
S1M2HC1FSV | WKC1FSVD3
PERF. CENTER & CURB PANELS | WKC2FSVF
S1M2HC2FSV | WKC2FSVD3
ALL THREE PANELS PERFORATED | WKC2FSVF
S2M2HCFSV | WKC2FSVD3

X SERIES PARTITION
Get maximum side and rear view mirror visibility with X Series partitions. X Series partitions are designed with a large perforated upper panel, eliminating obstructions to driver side and rear views. Made from 16-gauge steel and finished with our Steel-Cote powder coat paint.

X1FSV - X Series Partition for Full Size Vans

POLYSTEEL PARTITIONS
Provide full rear and side cargo door visibility. Constructed from 16 gauge steel for strength, Polysteel combines a polycarbonate center panel for uninterrupted driver visibility. Full-size vans feature an 18” x 34” center panel, angled to reduce reflection and glare from oncoming headlights.

PS1FSV - Polysteel Partition Full Size Van
TRANSIT CONNECT PARTITIONS

TRANSIT CONNECT PARTITIONS ARE DESIGNED TO BE STRONG AND LIGHTWEIGHT.

Four styles are available for your particular business needs. Perfect for mounting accessories and safety equipment for easy access.

P2TCS Steel Partition
- Features all steel panels to safeguard the cab area against moving or shifting cargo.
- Recessed design allows for maximum adjustability of front seats.
- Perforated window provides full visibility of your cargo area and rear windows.
- Steel header and full perimeter wings provide optimal security.
- Partition weight: 55 lbs.

Note: WKTC wing kit required and sold separately.

Wing Kits are required for the P2TCS and P2TCW Partitions. Wing Kits are available in the standard setback (WKTC) and now with a longer setback of an additional 4 inches (WKTC4.) The WKTC4 reduces the cargo area by 4”.

P2TCW Wire Mesh Partition
- Provides maximum visibility while safeguarding your van cab area against moving, shifting cargo.
- Recessed design allows for maximum adjustability of front seats.
- Steel header and full perimeter wings provide optimal security and prevents access to the cargo doors from the cab area or vice versa.
- Partition weight: 40 lbs.

Note: WKTC wing kit required and sold separately.

P2TCFW Full Wire Mesh Partition
- Provides maximum visibility while safeguarding your van cab area against moving, shifting cargo.
- Recessed design allows for maximum adjustability of your driver and passenger seats.
- Lightweight and economical, without sacrificing safety and security.
- Partition weight: 19 lbs.

TWO-POSITION PARTITION FOR TRANSIT CONNECT WAGONS OFFERS EVEN MORE OPTIONS.

This perforated partition can be used behind the rear Transit Connect seats, or can be slid forward with the seats folded up, gaining 20” of additional cargo space.

P22PTC Two-Position Partition
- Features strong steel construction and is the most flexible partition available.
- Designed to work with the fold up rear seats of the Transit Connect.
- When additional cargo room is needed, the P22PTC’s flexibility makes moving to the forward position easy.
- To move the partition forward, move the rear seats into the folded position. Then, simply loosen the two hand knobs at either side of the partition, and with help from the heavy duty ball bearing slides, easily slide the partition forward into position and retighten the hand knobs.
- The wire mesh top allows for maximum visibility.

See this product in action!

Note: WKTC wing kit required and sold separately.

Wing Kits are required for the P2TCS and P2TCW Partitions. Wing Kits are available in the standard setback (WKTC) and now with a longer setback of an additional 4 inches (WKTC4.) The WKTC4 reduces the cargo area by 4”.

The P2TCS is the best choice for noise reduction and climate control.
ADSERIES ADJUSTABLE SHELVING

EXCLUSIVELY FROM ADRIAN STEEL: A SHELVING PLATFORM THAT ALLOWS YOU TO PUT SHELVES WHERE YOU WANT THEM, NOT WHERE WE THINK YOU NEED THEM!

ADseries is the next generation of cargo management solutions, engineered to optimize your work van storage and accessibility. Featuring truly ADjustable shelves, an ADaptable rail system, heavy-duty shelves and an ADvanced stamped steel end panel designed to accommodate the diverse range of cargo you need to get the job done. ADseries is ADrian made and backed by our industry-leading 3 year/36,000 mile warranty.

ADVANCED DESIGN

Stamped steel end panels and shelves, ADseries components are strong, durable and ready to work hard. 6” knock out provides a 48” floor space to accommodate 4’x 8’ sheet goods (up to 22 sheets of 1/4” drywall or a combination of thicknesses).

Contoured end panels maximize aisle space by providing 36” in Ford full size vans between the panels from the top to bottom.

SEE THE ADSERIES IN ACTION!
**Drawer Units – Lock ‘n Latch System**
- Our exclusive Lock ‘n Latch system provides a choice of drawers open, drawers retained or drawers locked position.
- Drawers are made of an engineered composite material for durability with ALL NEW heavy-duty drawer glides for support and smoother drawer operation.
- The new drawer glides significantly increase the ease of use when opening and closing the drawer units. They all but eliminate the rattle noise of the drawers when the driving the vehicle.
- Drawers and glides can be repositioned within cabinet for increased flexibility.
- Divide 5” deep drawers into compartments using optional metal “egg crate” dividers.

**Drawer Components**
- Organize small parts with our flexible and rugged composite Drawer Components.
- Drawer retention stops prevent drawers from opening while the vehicle is in transit.
- The interlocking feature allows up to 2 units stacked vertically or multiple units horizontally.
- Made of a hi-impact polymer for a quiet operation.
- Each drawer comes with 2 dividers and 7 divider slots.
- Choose from Adrian Steel’s pre-configured drawer systems or create your own drawer system from the base models.

**Tote Trays and Cases**
- Take small parts and tools right to the job site with removable tote trays and cases.
- Totes measure 18-1/2”W x 3”D x 12-1/2”L and are available in both steel tray and poly case designs.
- Steel tote trays feature fold-down carry handles and four large storage compartments with adjustable dividers.
- Poly tote cases offer a see-through lid with latches to prevent spilling,, four large compartments and twelve adjustable dividers.
- Trays and cases store in a 19-3/4”W x 20-1/8”H x 13-3/8”L modular rack that can be stacked or floor mounted.

**Model | Description | Tote Style (Qty.)**
--- | --- | ---
SPT-4 | Combo Totes and Rack | Steel Trays (2) Poly Cases (2)
SPT-4P | Poly Totes and Rack | Poly Cases (4)
SPT-4S | Steel Totes and Rack | Steel Trays (4)
SPT-5 | Additional Steel Tray | Steel Trays (4)
SPT-P | Additional Poly Tote | Poly Cases (4)
GRIP-LOCK LADDER RACKS

GRIP YOUR LADDERS SECURELY WITH ADRIAN’S LOCKING STYLE LADDER RACKS.
Adrian’s Grip-Lock racks protect the sides and roof of your van during loading and unloading ladders. All Grip-Lock racks feature a lockable, gripping mechanism which firmly secures one or two ladders to the top of the van. Racks easily adjust for ladders of different sizes. Galvanneal plated steel. For a tight grip. For lasting quality—within arms reach!

Tip:
Adjusting the clamp brackets for your ladder is important to keep the ladder safe and secure.

SERIES 61  Single Grip-Lock rack provides lock-down mechanism for one ladder.

SERIES 63  Double Grip-Lock rack provides lock-down mechanism for two ladders. All Grip-Lock ladder racks feature heavy-duty handle latch for security.

SERIES 64  Combo Ladder rack combines the features of a 24” ladder rack extension for longer ladders with the stepladder support kit on the Double Grip-Lock ladder rack.

SHOWN: 63-1 Double Grip Lock ladder rack

Add padlock for security

Adjustable ladder stops grip ladder rungs for safe and secure transportation.

SHOWN: LR6100TCC with optional LR61GPTC

SHOWN: 63-TC Double Grip Lock ladder rack for Transit Connect